Introduction
The notion of 'subject' is central to the study of grammar. The prominent role of subjects in grammatical description is recognized by all theoretical frameworks and formalized in different ways. In the generative tradition, the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) (Chomsky 1981) requires all clauses to have a subject, but no equivalent requirement is established for objects, or other grammatical relations. However, despite the centrality of this notion, it is not possible to provide a uniform definition of subjects. Instead, subjecthood comprises a heterogeneous cluster of properties, so subjects are often defined by a combined set of morphosyntactic and behavioural properties (agreement, structural position, raising, Case, binding…). The study of constructions in which those properties fail to converge on a single verbal argument is crucial for our understanding of the notion of subject and subjecthood. This is the case for Spanish anticausative constructions with dative arguments, which are the central concern of this paper.
Canonical subjects are those in which all properties converge. Thus, the DP John in English and its equivalent Juan in Spanish occupy the initial position, are external arguments (as opposed to the glass and el vaso, which are internal arguments), semantically they may be interpreted as agents, are associated with (abstract) nominative Case, and trigger verbal agreement:
(1) a. John broke the glass.
b. Juan rompió el vaso.
It is well-known that sometimes a particular nominal argument does not necessarily display all the properties above; i.e. there seem to be 'degrees of subjecthood' . Thus, together with structures like (1), verbs like break/ romper are associated with structures like those in (2), in which the syntactic subjects the glass and el vaso are internal arguments, semantically interpreted as affected themes, while displaying nominative Case and triggering verbal agreement:
(2) a. The glass broke. b. El vaso se rompió.
The structures in (1) and (2) illustrate the two variants of the causative alternation. Argument alternations of this type are useful in order to explore the notion of subjecthood, but perhaps of more interest is the type of argument structure variation involving the addition of noncore arguments with subject-like properties, in which the characteristics of subjecthood appear to be scattered across more than one nominal argument. This paper examines a construction found in Spanish, as well as in a variety of genetically quite different languages, in which a non-selected dative argument is added to an anticausative construction and may be interpreted as accidental or unintentional causer of the event, as illustrated in (3).
(3) a. A Juan se le ha roto el vaso. to Juan se cl dat has broken the glass 'Juan has (unintentionally) broken the glass. ' b. A Pedro se le quemó la comida. to Pedro se cl dat burned the food 'Pedro has (unintentionally) burned the food. '
The verbs involved are transitive verbs like romper 'break' and quemar 'burn' , which do not typically select for a dative argument as part of their lexical properties. In canonical transitive contexts, these verbs are constructed with a nominative and an accusative argument, as shown for romper in (1b). In this, they contrast with other biargumental verbs such as gustar 'like' , belonging to the subclass psych-(ological) verbs including, among others, molestar 'bother' or asustar 'frighten' , which select for dative experiencers, as well as for nominative theme arguments: Thus, the verbs romper 'break' and quemar 'burn' are associated (i) with transitive causative structures like (1b), where the subject Juan is interpreted as being directly responsible for the event denoted (though Juan may act either intentionally or unintentionally); (ii) with anticausative constructions like (2b), in which the sentence is interpreted as an event that takes place 'spontaneously' , without the intervention of an external cause, and (iii) with dative argument constructions like (3), in which the referent of the dative may be interpreted as indirectly responsible for the event and acts unintentionally: it is an accidental causer. Additionally, constructions like (3) may also have an affectedness reading: the dative DP is interpreted as the benefactor or malefactor of the event described (see Schäfer 2008 and Rivero 2003) . 1 For a sentence like (3b), this interpretation could be paraphrased as 'the food burned and Pedro is somehow affected' . This reading is obtained in anticausative constructions but also in transitive (5a) and passive contexts (5b), with which the unintentional causer interpretation is, however, blocked. 2 (5) a. Le quemaron la comida a Juan. cl dat burned-3pl the food to Juan 'They burned the food and Juan is affected. ' b. Le fueron reparados los bienes dañados al demandante. cl dat were repaired the goods damaged to.the plaintiff 'The damaged goods were repaired and the plaintiff was affected' .
Though the affectedness reading can also be obtained in anticausative constructions such as (3), the most salient interpretation of these sentences is that in which the dative argument is related to the cause of the burning or the breaking. 3 This is the reason for the contrast in (6): while the dative element (al chef) can only be given the affectedness reading and cannot be considered as the accidental or unintentional causer of the burning in a transitive context such as (6a), both interpretations are found in the anticausative constructions in (6b), and hence the incompatibility with an additional causer (el pinche 'the scullion'), which, however, can be added in (6a):
(6) a. Al chef le quemaron la comida: fue el pinche. to the chef cl dat burned-3pl the food:
was the scullion 'The food was burned and the chef was affected: it was the scullion. ' b. # Al chef se le quemó la comida: fue el pinche to the chef se cl DAT burned-3sg the food was the scullion 'The chef (unintentionally) burned the food: it was the scullion. ' According to Rivero (2003) the 'causer' reading for the dative arises because anticausatives like (2b), as opposed to transitives like (1b), lack formal external arguments. Though we agree with the basic idea behind this statement, this intuition will be reformulated in the analysis that follows. We will argue that in order to provide a principled account of constructions like those in (3), it is essential to look at the lexical semantics of the verbs involved. Verbs like quemar and romper denote externally caused change of state eventualities and are commonly analyzed as involving two subevents: a causing subevent and a result or change of state (COS) subevent (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995) . Crucially, the dative argument, in the accidental causer interpretation, always participates in the first (initial) subevent of the predicate, . The accidental causer interpretation is not possible with unergative verbs either.
. Some authors derive one reading from the other (Cuervo 2003) . In fact the affectedness reading, as mentioned, is not excluded and can always be obtained in the cases we analyze. The opposite does not hold, that is, the 'causer' reading, which is the object of our study, is restricted, as we will show, to a particular class of verbs: alternating se-marked externally caused change of state verbs.
as it is the case for external arguments in general (in the sense of Harley 1995; Borer 2005; Ramchand 2008) , and is not an argument of the COS subevent. We take this as an indication that the added dative behaves like a subject in a way that will be specified in what follows (sec. 3 & 4 below). Lack of an external argument is not enough to trigger the unintentional causer reading, as this reading is blocked with internally caused verbs of change of state such as palidecer 'turn pale', oscurecer 'darken' or adelgazar 'get thin' , that are analyzed as pure (monoeventive) unaccusatives (see Section 4).
In this paper we explore the following hypotheses: (i) structures like (3) are the result of adding a non-selected dative argument to a typical anticausative structure. Such an addition requires the projection of a causative predicate in the syntax, in line with the analysis proposed by Schäfer (2008) , among others; (ii) the 'added' dative argument is introduced by a high applicative phrase (Pylkkänen 2008) and displays most of the (syntactic) properties associated with subjects; in particular it seems to behave as a quirky subject of the type found in languages such as Icelandic or Georgian (see Sigurðsson 1996 Sigurðsson , 2002a , and (iii) the subject properties displayed by the noncore dative mostly follow from the fact that it participates in the first (initial) subevent of the predicate, as is the case for external arguments in general (Harley 1995) . Regarding (i), the fact that these structures take as their basis the anticausative variant of the causative alternation, explains the presence of se and the occurrence of a typically postverbal internal argument which, nevertheless, triggers verbal agreement and shows nominative case. As for hypothesis (ii), as we will see, despite what agreement facts indicate, the dative element in the high applicative phrase has subject properties. Finally, hypothesis (iii) explains why the unintentional causer construction cannot be found with a subclass of change of state verbs, namely those expressing internally caused change of state eventualities, which lack a causative predicate, a fact that, to our knowledge, has either gone unnoticed or remained unexplained.
Our proposal accounts for structures like (3) in Spanish, but also for equivalent constructions with parallel interpretations in other Romance languages like in Italian (7), as well as in German (8), Greek (9) (with a genitive, instead of a dative, argument), and some Slavic languages, as illustrated in (10a) (Rivero 2003: 471) There are, of course, syntactic differences between the structures in (7)-(10) and the Spanish structures in (3). As noted, the added argument is in the genitive Case in Greek, as opposed to the other languages, where it is in the dative Case. In Italian, as well as in Polish and Bulgarian, the presence of a reflexive clitic is obligatory (like in Spanish), though lexically restricted (see Schäfer 2008 ), but there is no reflexive element in Greek, nor in German. 4 In addition, clitic doubling of the dative is obligatory in Spanish and Bulgarian, but not in Polish or Italian. As suggested by Schäfer (2008) , these differences derive from independent properties of the different languages.
In what follows, we first look at the causative alternation, as it is crucial to understand its properties in order to provide a principled analysis of the structures in (3) (sec. 2). We then examine the syntactic properties of the dative argument and provide evidence that it occupies a high position in the structure (sec. 3); we analyze dative argument constructions as the result of adding a noncore argument in a high applicative phrase to an anticausative construction (hypothesis (i) and (ii)). Section 4 discusses our hypothesis (iii) by providing evidence that the dative argument participates in the initial subevent of a causative construction, where it is interpreted as effector, showing some of the semantic restrictions on dative subjects. Section 5 contains the conclusions.
. The causative alternation
Hypothesis (i) above states that the 'dative subject' construction in (3) is the result of adding a dative argument to anticausative structures like that in (2b) (repeated in (11b) below), which are, in turn, related to transitive structures like (1b) (repeated in (11a) below). What this means is that the relation between (11a) and (11c) In order to understand the syntactic and semantic processes involved in the derivation of (11c), it is first necessary to look at the properties of the causative alternation. This alternation is crosslinguistically widespread and has been the topic of intensive research in linguistic theory. Under the common assumption that the two variants of the causative alternation (transitive (11a) and unaccusative (11b)) are derivationally related, a recurrent question is to determine which one is basic and which one is derived. Two views can be identified: (i) alternating verbs are basically monadic predicates and the transitive variant is derived via a process of causativization (Hale & Keyser 1986 Harley 1995; Pesetsky 1995, among others) , or (ii) alternating verbs are basically dyadic predicates and the anticausative variant is derived via a process of decausativization or detransitivization (Grimshaw 1982; Chierchia 2004; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995; Reinhart 2002; Koontz-Garboden 2009, among others) . It is not our intention to review these two approaches here (see Schäfer 2009 for a detailed overview). In what follows, we first look at anticausativization as decausativization and then argue in favour of the common base approach, according to which there is no direct derivational relationship between the causative and the anticausative variants of the alternation.
.1 Anticausativization as decausativization
Reflexive markers, like those found in Romance and Slavic languages, are common devices to mark the anticausative form. Under a derivational approach the presence of a morphological marker is taken to indicate that the anticausative is derived from the causative by means of addition of the reflexive form se, which is commonly analyzed as a marker of this derivational process (see among many others Marantz 1984; Burzio 1981 Burzio , 1986 Zubizarreta 1987) According to Levin and Rappaport-Hovav (1995) (L&RH, henceforth), verbs entering the causative alternation, such as romper 'break' and quemar 'burn' in (12) , are those expressing externally caused changes of state; they "imply the existence of an ' external cause' with immediate control over bringing about the eventuality described by the verb: an agent, an instrument, a natural force, or a circumstance" (L&RH: 92) (see Mendikoetxea 1999 for an overview of those verbs in Spanish). In a projectionist, lexicalist approach, like that advocated by L&RH, anticausatives derive from transitive structures through a lexical operation of existential binding which suppresses the external argument in the mapping between the lexical semantic representation (LSR) of the verb and its lexical-syntactic representation or Argument Structure (AS), thereby preventing the expression of that argument in the syntax, as shown in (13) The anticausative structure will then be interpreted as asserting that the central (become) subevent came about via some causing event, whose nature is unspecified: "what characterizes the class of alternating verbs is a complete lack of specification of the causing event" (L&RH: 107) (see also Guerssel et al. 1985; Hale & Keyser 1987) . This is reflected in the fact that a wide variety of subjects are allowed with these verbs: e.g. for romper 'break', the external argument can be realized as an agent or an instrument, natural force or cause, as shown in (14): (14) Juan/ el vendaval/ la piedra rompió el cristal. 'Juan/ the whirlwind/ the stone broke the glass. '
That is, the external arguments of the alternating verbs may either be agents or causes of an event (Schäfer 2008: 3.4) . A human subject like Juan in (14) may act with or without intentionality. According to Schäfer (2008) , intentionality presupposes agentivity, and agentivity presupposes the feature [+human] . Instruments presuppose agentivity, but not intentionality. As for natural forces, they are not human and they are, therefore, non-intentional. As stated by Koontz-Garboden (2009: 82) :
"A root can specify of its arguments more or less entailments, from highly articulated specification to rather serious underspecification. Some verbs are highly specified and take only an agentive causer, while others are underspecified and can take agents, instruments, natural forces, etc. "
Following Van Valin and Wilkins (1996) , Koontz-Garboden calls this underspecified role effector. In Section 4, we focus on the properties of this effector argument.
Crucially, underspecification of the causing event is also responsible for the fact that the cause argument may be left unexpressed, so that the sentence expresses an externally caused eventuality which comes about spontaneously, without the volitional intervention of an agent. Note that verbs expressing externally caused eventualities with specified causing events (i.e. denoting events that require agentivity) lack not only structures like (11b) but also dative subject constructions like (11c), as shown in (15b, c) and (16b, c), which we take as evidence that (11c) c. *A un arquitecto famoso se le construyó el museo (accidentalmente). To a famous architect se cl DAT built the museum (accidentally)
Within this typology of external arguments, the dative argument is usually human and necessarily unintentional, which explains why non-human causers are disallowed in the dative construction ((17b) vs. (17a)). We will come back to this issue in Section 4 below.
(17) a. A Juan se le rompió el cristal. To Juan se cl DAT broke the glass b. *A la piedra/al vendaval se le rompió el cristal.
To the stone/the whirlwind se cl DAT broke the glass
. Common base approaches and the reflexivization analysis
In recent years, the idea that there is a direct derivational relationship between the two variants of the causative alternation has been questioned. Instead, it has been argued that both are derived from one source, e.g. a category neutral verbal root in Alexiadou et al. (2006a, b) in the number of events involved. For Pylkkänen (2008) both causatives and anticausatives involve a root which expresses a resultant state predicated of the theme, but in anticausatives this root combines with a become projection (18a), while in causatives it combines with a cause projection, as well as a voice projection which introduces the external argument (18b). This is under Kratzer's (1996) hypothesis (following Marantz 1984) that external arguments are not introduced by the verb itself but by a non-eventive voice head: Alexiadou et al. (2006a, b) propose that both causatives and anticausatives have the same event decomposition: they both involve the verbal head cause, but differ in whether voice is projected or not (see also Kratzer 2005) . That is, the causative alternation is really a Voice alternation, with the event decomposition in (19) These proposals express in the syntax the lexicalist hypothesis that anticausatives are inherently causative. As such, they can license PPs introducing causative adjuncts involving non-human causers or causing events, which according to Alexiadou et al. (2006a, b) , modify the causative event and are thematically licensed via adjunction to vcause, as shown in (20a) As pointed out by Schäfer (2009) , the claim is not that there is an implicit causer argument in anticausatives, but that there is a causative event: an event leading to the resultant state of the theme (but see Kallulli 2006 Kallulli , 2007 for a different explanation). This causative event is unspecified, both for the causative and anticausative, as argued in Section 2.1 above.
We assume that this view of anticausativization is essentially correct (see Schäfer 2008 Schäfer , 2009 for arguments in favour). There is only one verb (or one verbal root), romper, which basically expresses an unspecified causing (COS) event and which is projected in the syntax with a cause predicate, as in (19). For simplicity purposes, we associate the external argument with the cause predicate, without an additional functional projection (though the analysis could be reformulated to include a voice projection introducing this argument). When the external argument is realized as a DP like Juan, el vendaval 'the whirlwind' or la piedra 'the stone' , we have a canonical transitive structure like (21) with vP as the syntactic realization of the cause predicate and the verbal head expressing the resulting COS predicate:
(21) Juan/el vendaval/la piedra rompió el cristal.
'Juan/the whirlwind/the stone broke tha glass. '
The anticausative has the same syntactic structure as (21), but the external argument is realized as a null pronominal (pro), whose interpretation is that of the DP theme , which is obtained through an operation defined as 'clause internal control' in Mendikoetxea (2000) , after obligatory externalization of the DP theme to a position higher than pro.
From that position the theme argument can control the reference of the empty pronominal. This proposal is in line with analyses of anticausativization as reflexivization, as advocated by Chierchia (2004) , Reinhart (2002) , Reinhart & Siloni (2005) and, more recently, Koontz-Garboden (2009) . Under this approach the structure in (22a), a true reflexive, and the anticausative construction in (22b) are derived by means of the same rule: a lexical operation of reduction, which turns a transitive verb in the lexicon into an intransitive verb in the syntax. According to Chierchia (2004: 29) , this operation identifies the two arguments of a relation, thereby reducing it to a property in which the external and internal argument are set to be identical [closest Montague-style equivalent: λ[wash (x) (x)]), with the reflexive clitic as a marker of the reduction operation: This is also the end result of the clause internal control analysis, which according to Mendikoetxea (2000) , applies in reflexives and anticausatives in (21). The meaning of the anticausative is a reflexive form of the causative predicate, but with anticausatives, the causing factor is not an action, as it is in true reflexives like (22a), but it must be understood statively: in (22b) the boat has or comes to have a property that causes its sinking (Chierchia 2004 : 37) (but cf. Piñón 2001 and Folli 2002, against this interpretation) . That is, what characterizes the two constructions in (22) is that the theme argument participates in both subevents: the causative event and the COS event. 7 We assume that the clitic heads its own projection above vP (see Mendikoetxea 2008) . The element se is not an anaphor, nor does it have anaphoric properties. Its presence is required for syntactic reasons. In particular, under an analysis in which nominal elements check (or agree with) the features of functional heads (in line with Chomsky 2000 Chomsky , 2001 , Mendikoetxea (2008) . Reinhart's (2002) analysis is inspired by Chierchia (2004) . Sentences like (22) are derived from transitive counterparts by means of a reduction operation which eliminates either the external (22b) or the internal argument (22a). In her system, theta roles are decomposed into two binary features: [± c], indicating whether the argument is responsible for causing the event or not, and [± m], indicating whether the mental state of the argument is relevant for the event or not. For the external argument to be reduced, it must be just [+c]: i.e. underspecified for the contrast between agents and causers. As pointed out by Schäfer (2008: 119) , neither lexical binding in Levin & Rappaport-Hovav (1995) , nor Reinhart's (2000 Reinhart's ( , 2002 operation (also called 'expletivization') have been defined in a formal way and it is not clear how this can be done within standard semantic systems of function-argument application (see also Koontz-Garboden 2009 on this point), so these theories are simply descriptions of the facts, under the hypothesis that verbs entering the causative alternation are basically dyadic.
. This analysis can account for the presence of se both in anticausatives and reflexives, as in impersonal constructions like (i), which also contain a null pronominal in subject position with arbitrary interpretation.
(i) a. In sum, the analysis adopted here establishes a relation between reflexives and anticausatives by claiming that they are both the result of clause-internal control, without resorting to a reduction rule and without deriving the anticausative constructions from the causative/transitive construction. In what follows, we will put forward a proposal in which dative subject constructions are the result of the addition of a dative argument to a structure like (23) (hypothesis (i)), via the introduction of a high applicative phrase (Pylkkänen 2008 ) between TP and the clitic projection (hypothesis (ii)), so that the dative argument is associated with the first (initial) subevent and displays subject properties: it shows the syntactic behavior of an external argument.
. Subject dative arguments and syntactic structure
Previous accounts of the dative argument of an anticausative construction analyze this element as an external argument with 'quirky' subject properties (Fernández-Soriano 1999 , in contrast with benefactive or goals, which are also realized as dative arguments, but remain VP-internal. Consequently, the theme argument behaves as an internal argument and does not externalize, although it triggers verbal agreement. In what follows, we provide evidence for these claims, before moving on to the analysis itself in Section 3.2.
.1 The syntactic properties of the dative argument
The first argument in favor of our proposal comes from word order and information structure. It can be shown that the internal (nominative) argument occupies the postverbal (VP internal) position, where it is interpreted as informational focus, whereas the dative DP behaves as the (most) external argument of the structure.
We take the unmarked constituent order to be the one chosen when the whole sentence is interpreted as new information in out-of-the-blue contexts (which can be an answer to questions like 'what's up?'). This being so, the contrast in (26a) vs. (26b, c) is explained if, as we claim, the dative is external to the VP and the theme remains internal. This is only true for accidental causer datives; as can be seen in (26d, e), goal or benefactive datives do not show the same behavior in these contexts: (26) . An anonymous reviewer notes that this sentence, as well as (27b) and (28b), might be subject to dialectal variation, as they appear to be acceptable to some speakers. The problem here, however, is to isolate the intended meaning (accidental causation) from other possible interpretations of the dative element, which are not excluded in these contexts. Focus intonation may also affect acceptability judgments. In this respect, this dative contrasts with other dative arguments, such as goals, which never block raising of the subject (30a), experiencers of psych verbs like molestar 'bother' (30b) and gustar 'like' (30c), which have been claimed to occupy a high position (cf. Belletti & Rizzi 1988) , as well as benefactive datives (30d). A third piece of evidence which indicates that the dative is merged in a high position in anticausative constructions comes from the scope of adverbial phrases like de nuevo or otra vez 'again' . It has been noted that these phrases are ambiguous in that they can modify the whole causative event or just the (change of) state resulting from the event expressed by the predicate (see von Stechow 1995, among others) . This is the reason why a sentence such as (31) has two possible readings:
(31) John has broken the car again.
i. It is the second time John has broken the car. ii. It is the second time the car has been broken.
One possible structural correlation of this is that the adverb again can leave John outside its scope, if it modifies the VP, or inside its scope, if it modifies a higher node including the external argument. Interestingly enough, the same ambiguity obtains with respect to the dative argument in the sentences we are analyzing. As the glosses indicate, the adverb can leave out of its scope only the dative, but not the theme or any other internal argument. All rights reserved Finally, the behavior of bare NPs can also indirectly provide evidence for the high position of causer datives. Subject bare NPs are always VP-internal, as in (25) above, and are interpreted existentially (see Diesing 1992) . As mentioned in Section 2, bare NPs are not possible in anticausative constructions (34a) (and (24) above). These constructions do not allow for the existential interpretation of the theme argument, which must be externalized as a consequence of the clause-internal control analysis described in sec. 2.2 above. What is relevant here is that the presence of the dative argument allows the theme to be realized as a bare NP, with existential interpretation (34b, c). We take this as evidence that externalization of the theme argument is not required/ allowed when the dative argument is added in a high position in the structure. Summarizing, from the facts presented above involving word order, raising contexts and the scope of de nuevo 'again' , we conclude that the non selected dative in anticausative se-structures behaves like an external argument, while the nominative theme is an internal argument, which does not undergo raising and may be realized as a bare NP. Our account for this fact will be that this element is introduced by a high applicative head and behaves like a (quirky) subject.
. Syntactic structure: Datives as quirky subjects
Having established that the dative argument has properties similar to those of external arguments, we now explore the hypothesis that anticausative constructions with dative arguments are the result of adding a dative argument to a construction like (23). In principle, there are two possible positions for the dative argument: (i) specifier of v, where canonical agents are projected (Kallulli 1999) , a position which is occupied by pro in the anticausative construction (23) above, or (ii) specifier of an additional (higher) projection: an applicative head (Cuervo 2003) . As Schäfer (2008: 3.5-3.6) observes, in dative anticausative constructions the dative can be integrated in the event in many different ways. The terms 'unintentional' or 'accidental' causer do not capture all facets of the construction: a number of subinterpretations can be distinguished crosslinguistically. Thus, in (35), the girl can be an unintentional or accidental causer, an involuntary or indirect facilitator ('the girl let the doors open') or an unexpected causer ('the girl managed to open the doors, unexpectedly') and this depends on contextual/ pragmatic factors.
(35) A la niña se le abrieron las puertas. to the girl se cl dat opened-3pl the doors It is this polysemy that leads Schäfer to claim that the dative does not occupy the canonical 〈Spec, v〉 subject position. Canonical transitive subjects may act unintentionally or accidentally as suggested by the adjuncts in (36), but the other two readings do not obtain.
(36) La niña abrió la puerta sin querer (al apoyarse).
'The girl opened the door accidentally (by leaning on it)'
We conclude with Schäfer (2008: 110) that "the relation between the dative causer and the event is much less constrained than the relation between canonical causers or canonical agents and the event. " From this, it follows that the dative argument is not introduced by v, but by an additional head. 10 We assume, therefore, that the alternative proposal by Cuervo (2003) that dative arguments in anticausatives are introduced by an applicative head is basically correct (hypothesis (ii)). An applicative is an element (usually a morpheme) that increases the valency of a verb by adding a noncore argument to it. In recent literature it has been claimed that there are (at least) two types of applicatives (Pylkkänen 2008) : high applicatives, which denote a thematic role (a relation between an event and an individual) and combine with the VP by event identification, and low applicatives, which denote a relation between individuals (e.g. transfer of possession) and are internal to the VP (see Cuervo 2003 for a three-way distinction of applicative heads). Our proposal, in line with Cuervo (2003) and Schäfer (2008) , is that the noncore dative under study is introduced by a high applicative head between T and the projection of the clitic. (23): with pro (an unspecified cause) in the canonical subject position and the clitic se heading its own projection; finally, the dative argument construction involves the projection of an applicative phrase above the clitic projection, whose head is the clitic le and whose specifier is occupied by the dative argument a Juan, which binds pro.
Syntactically, applicative heads introduce noncore arguments, like the dative argument in anticausative constructions. It is our contention that this element has properties associated with what is known as quirky subjects: inherently (ACC, DAT or GEN) Case marked, nominal arguments in subject position, such as those illustrated in (38) for Icelandic (similar examples may be found in languages such as Croatian and Georgian):
(38) a. Henni leiddust strákarnir her dat bored the boys. 'She found the boys boring. ' (Sigurðsson 2002a: 692) b. Mig vantar peninga. me acc lacks money acc 'I lack money. ' (Zaenen et al. 1985: 454-455 ) Sigurðsson (2002a, b) distinguishes Icelandic quirky subjects from non-nominative subject-like elements found in languages such as Russian and German, (39) . While the latter have several properties which make them similar to canonical subjects, quirky subjects behave like ordinary nominative subjects with respect to several syntactic diagnostics for subjecthood (raising, reflexivization, word order and so on). 11 (39) Mir wurde geholfen German me dat was helped 'I was helped (by somebody). ' (Sigurðsson 2002a: 694) The distinction is based on the nature of the feature 'person' . As is well known, the finite verb in Icelandic quirky subject constructions may show third-person agreement (singular or plural), but no 2p or 1p agreement, as illustrated in (40): (40) The structures in (41) contain the V gustar, a Psych Verb whose experiencer argument is syntactically realized as a dative that shows certain subject-like properties, but does not show person restrictions and is not a quirky subject (see (4) and (30c) above). 12 11. See, among many others, Thráinsson (1979) , Zaenen et al. (1985) and Sigurðsson (1989 Sigurðsson ( , 1996 .
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. Rivero (2004) shows, however, that some DAT-NOM constructions in Spanish display person restrictions of the type found in Icelandic, namely constructions with the verb antojar(se) 'fancy' , ocurrir(se) 'come up with' and olvidar(se) 'forget' . She analyzes these cases as instances of the Person-Case Constraint (Bonet 1991) . According to Rivero (2004) , it is the presence of a reflexive clitic that triggers the person constrain. The presence of the reflexive In Icelandic, the facts in (40) are accounted for by assuming that there is split person-number agreement. Under the assumption that 3p is non-person (see Benveniste 1966 and Kayne 1993, among others) , agreement in (38) and (40a) involves only number agreement. The dative enters a default (3p) agreement relation with the finite verb, and hence the nominative argument is blocked from entering a person agreement relation with the verb but it can still enter a number agreement relation. Thus the verb displays default 3p and full number agreement. Additionally, the dative checks the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) feature of T(ense) and thus qualifies as the clausal subject. 13 Our contention is that this is also what happens in Spanish anticausative constructions with dative subjects. In (37), the dative triggers (null or default) person agreement with the finite V and checks the EPP feature of T, while the theme argument shows number agreement and checks the NOM feature: 14 (42) (43), when a dative element is added, these structures exhibit properties which are reminiscent of the Icelandic quirky Case constructions, as illustrated in (44) clitic also distinguishes these verbs from gustar 'like' in (41). Both patterns of dative experiencer verbs are found in Old Spanish. See Rivero and Diaconescu (2007) for the diachronic evolution of both types of constructions in Spanish and Romanian. 1. The feature composition and agreement relations in (42) are oversimplified for clarity of exposition. T also contains subject agreement features that need to enter an agreement relation with a matching DP (see Chomsky 2000 Chomsky , 2001 . Additionally, we have not said anything about the feature composition and agreement relations of se, pro and v. These elements also enter complex agreement relations. See Mendikoetxea (2008) The structure in (44b) violates the well known Person-Case constraint (Bonet 1991 (Bonet , 1994 ) (see Note 12 above): a universal constraint that blocks co-occurrence of a dative clitic and clitics other than 3p, as shown in (45): (45) *Te le han recomendado. cl acc -2sg cl dat -3sg have recommended 'They have recommended you to him. ' There are two facts that indicate that this is not, however, just another instance of this constraint. First, a weaker version of the constraint allows (in most dialects) combinations of 1p and 2p clitics in structures like (46a), so that the restriction only applies with 3p dative clitics (Bonet 1991 : 82, but see Ormazábal & Romero 2007 . But, though the combination of 1p and 2p clitics is also grammatical in anticausatives, (46b) cannot receive the accidental causer/dative subject interpretation in (ii). Instead the sequence can only be interpreted as containing an ethical dative, which, as is well-known, is not affected by the constraint, or, interestingly, an affected (low applicative) dative. from here se see-1pl we NOM 'One can see us from here. '
What this seems to indicate is that the person constraint observed is not a subcase of the Person Case constraint that applies between dative and accusative clitics, but it has to do with processes that take place when an element enters multiple agreement. Multiple agreement is only possible when the two DPs that enter an agreement relation with V (or T) show no feature mismatch, as has also been claimed for Icelandic quirky Case constructions (Taraldsen 1995; Anagnostopolou 2005) . In (47), T(ense) (and V) enters multiple agreement with the DP las montañas 'the mountains' and a default 3p pronominal element in subject position (like pro in (37)); this is possible as long as there is no feature mismatch between the two DPs (see Mendikoetxea 2008) . As for the dative subject construction, in (44a) the dative enters a null (3p) agreement relation with v, which also enters a (number) agreement relation with the theme argument. But when the theme argument is other than 3p a mismatch of features makes multiple agreement impossible. In sum, in addition to the properties specified in Section 3.1 above, we take the person constraints observed as crucial evidence for the status of the dative argument as a subject, like Icelandic quirky subjects. Both constructions show that the properties associated with canonical subjects may be scattered along more than one element: the EPP feature and person agreement belong to the dative element, while NOM Case and number agreement belong to the theme argument, and multiple agreement with v/T ensures that all the features are properly checked. In the following section we focus on the properties of dative subjects as effectors and explore the relation between interpretation and subjecthood.
. The properties of dative subjects and event interpretation: Datives as effectors
In this section, we explore our hypothesis (iii) that the subject-properties displayed by the noncore dative mostly follow from the fact that it participates in the first ( initial) subevent of the predicate. Semantically, applicative heads have very little content. They have been claimed to establish an abstract have-relation between the DP in its specifier and its complement (Harley 1995 (Harley , 1998 (Harley , 2002 Cuervo 2003; McIntyre 2006; Schäfer 2008, among others) . Depending on the complement they take, different (have-)relations and specific interpretations are obtained. In the case of high applicatives an argument is added to a COS event and the meaning obtained is that the dative DP 'possesses' that event (Cuervo 2003) . In other words, the applicative head expresses an abstract have-relation according to which dative causers have the COS event. On the other hand, as has been mentioned above, one property that has been attributed to subjects is that of being event initiators. That is to say, external arguments always participate in the first (initial) subevent denoted by the predicate (Harley 1995; Grimshaw 1990; Ramchand 2008) . In our view, this is the crucial property of dative subjects, their accidental causer reading and the usually human nature that has been attributed to them are in some sense byproducts of that property. We explore both in turn.
.1 Dative subjects and the cause/initial subevent
We have seen that the semantic role associated with the subject of verbs like transitive romper is that of an underspecified causer, an effector (sec 2.1 above). Additionally, we have taken the view that in the anticausative version the cause is not an action performed by an agent but it is interpreted as a property of the internal argument, which is somewhat responsible for the change of state denoted by the predicate (stative causation, Brosseau & Ritter 1991) . We propose that, if a dative argument is added in a high position (external to VP), the structure ends up having two effectors, in line with proposals that argue that an event can have more than one effector (KoontzGarboden 2009; Piñón 2001) , as long as they are of different types. 15 For the structures under study we propose that an accidental causer type of effector is added to the anticausative construction which already contains a (stative) causer. Furthermore, the causing subevent is understood as being (accidentally) initiated by the dative argument. These assumptions entail that for a dative argument to be interpreted as unintentional causer and thus behave as a subject, the predicate must contain a cause subevent. The first consequence of this proposal is that verbs projecting a COS event but not a causative event cannot have this type of dative argument. This is the case for internally caused COS predicates. Internally caused COS verbs like palidecer 'turn pale ', oscurecer 'darken', adelgazar 'get thin', envejecer 'grow old', crecer 'grow', florecer 'blossom', hervir 'boil', arder 'burn', enfermar ' get sick' and so on denote "causation initiated by, but also residing in, the single argument and hence dependent on its properties" (L&RH: 94). These verbs lack a causative predicate as part of their lexical semantics and therefore do not have transitive counterparts (Mendikoetxea 1999 (Mendikoetxea , 2000 . We contend that unintentional causer/effector datives cannot be added to these predicates. Thus, the only possible interpretation for sentences like (48) In Fernández-Soriano and Mendikoetxea (2011) evidence is provided to show that datives with internally caused non alternating COS predicates are not effector datives (i.e. 'dative subjects'). We summarize the arguments below.
Adjuncts such as por sí sólo/a, por sí mismo/a 'by itself ' or él/ella sólo/a 'alone' can appear with anticausative se-predicates, indicating that the subject argument 1. Very little attention has been paid to these structures and their interpretation is controversial. Schäfer (2008) , taking data from Rivero (2004) and Cuervo (2003) , claims that sentences like (ia) in Spanish and (ib,c) in Italian contain an unintentional causer dative (we only give the translation provided for this meaning, but of course the affected reading is possible). (Schäfer 2008: 69) For us, however, no unintentional causer reading is available in these examples. Together with the (most salient) affected interpretation, the second meaning obtained in these cases, as the glosses indicate, is one of 'indirect' causation: 'Juan makes the trees blossom' , 'Francesca let the milk boil/ the plants wilt ' . Schäfer (2008) , in fact, acknowledges that no example could be provided of accidental causer datives in Romanian or Albanian with internally caused anticausatives. Cuervo (2003) is not very explicit about these constructions. Her claim is that what she calls 'unintentional responsibility' , a subtype of the unintentional causer reading, is either unavailable or 'less available' in constructions with COS verbs that lack a transitive counterpart (though no explanation is provided for this fact). We claim that the unintentional causer interpretation is unavailable in sentences with internally caused COS verbs in general. Whatever responsibility the dative may have in the event can only be contextually derived.
participates in both the initial (cause) and the COS subevent and may be interpreted as both theme (undergoer) and cause, as in (49 Internally caused COS verbs do not normally allow for these adjuncts, a fact that has been used to argue that they lack a causative predicate as part of their lexical semantics (Mendikoetxea 1999 (Mendikoetxea , 2000 : they are monoeventive, pure unaccusative predicates. In some contexts, though, their presence can be forced, and then, the dative does not block the presence of the por sí mismo constituent. Thus, in (51) the by itself adjuncts indicate a contrast with the context in parentheses and are compatible with the datives, which shows that the dative with internally caused COS predicates is not an effector dative: Furthermore, raising phenomena indicate that the dative argument with internally caused COS verbs occupies a low position in the structure, and hence cannot undergo raising (52b, c), as opposed to the dative argument with externally caused COS in anticausative constructions (52a) (and (27) - (28) We take this to show that in the case of internally caused COS verbs the dative does not behave as a subject and remains in a low position, whereas the agreeing element displays subject properties (and hence cannot be a bare NP, like the subject of externally caused COS verbs) (see (24) above).
A final argument has to do with the inferential relationship observed between the causative and the anticausative structure of a given verb; a sentence such as Juan rompió el plato 'Juan broke the plate' entails El plato se rompió 'the plate broke' . The consequence of this fact is that negation of the anticausative form is impossible if the causative is asserted (#El plato no se rompió, Juan rompió el plato 'The plate didn't break, Juan broke the plate'). However, as Koontz-Garboden (2009) points out, this is not necessarily the case: there are contexts where the causative can be asserted while the corresponding anticausative is negated. 17 This can be taken to mean that the cause argument is not eliminated in the anticausative version. In the cases under study, the situation is very clear since contrastive pronouns are used to mark the arguments involved. Interestingly enough, what the data show is that the contrast can be obtained both between the effector dative and the agent of the transitive construction (i.e. accidental causer vs. agent) (54a), and between the anticausative-se structure with no dative and the one with an accidental causer dative (54b): (54) These facts support the hypothesis that anticausative externally caused se-predicates involve a (underspecified) cause event and this fact allows them to take a high applicative node whose specifier is an argument, with dative case, interpreted as an accidental causer. The dative element participates in the initial subevent of the predicate and behaves as an event initiator in the sense of Harley (1995) among others. This, in our opinion, is the property which distinguishes accidental causer effector datives from other (internal) noncore datives.
. The semantic properties of dative subjects. More on 'subjecthood' Let us now look at the human restriction on the dative subject. The V caer 'fall' is interesting for our purposes. One can assume that (56a) constitutes a clear case of unintentional causer dative. If this is the case, it does not seem plausible to propose a different analysis for (56b). But (56b), crucially, does not entail any (accidental) cause to be attributed to the dative. The same line of reasoning can be extended to (56c) and even to (56d) which contain non-human datives: (56) (2006) shows, non human affected datives are possible only if an inalienable possession is established between the dative and the theme. We claim that this is also the case with effector datives, that is, non human dative subjects are possible only if they participate in the first subevent of the predicate. In this case, they are not cause but pure source (i.e. event initiators) and a relation of possession is established between the dative and the internal argument which undergoes the change of state. 18 This can be seen in the following examples. In (57a) the dative is interpreted as the source of the change of state undergone by the theme, which, in turn, is interpreted as possessed by the dative DP (as in (57a), where the pot has a handle which falls off it). This makes the accidental causer reading available (and preferred) and allows for the effector dative. The same goes for (57b) and (57c):
(57) a. A la olla se le salió/cayó el asa. to the pot dat se cl dat went-out/fell the handle. 'The pot's handle went out/fell' . 'The pot lost its handle. ' b. A la lavadora se le estropeó el filtro. to the washing machine dat se cl dat broke the filter 'The filter of the washing machine broke. ' c. Al juguete se le salió un muelle que tenía dentro. to the toy dat se cl dat went-out a spring that it had inside ' A spring went out of the toy/The toy lost a spring that was inside it. '
In sum, being event initiators is a crucial property of subjects. As Harley (1995:78) states it, "interpretations triggered by the subject […] involve forcing the type of event denoted by the verb to match the type of the event of which the subject could be the initiator". So the subject status of noncore datives introduced in a high applicative head seems to rely on their participation in the initial subevent of the predicate.
. Conclusions
In this paper, we have examined the properties of a type of argument structure variation that involves the addition of noncore arguments with subject-like properties, in which the characteristics of subjecthood appear to be scattered across more than one nominal argument. In particular, an analysis has been provided for the syntactic properties and semantic interpretation of constructions in which a dative element is added to the anticausative (reflexively marked) variant of a transitive verb in the causative alternation, focusing on the interpretation of the noncore dative argument as an unintentional or accidental causer.
Semantically, we have referred to these elements as effector datives, following Koontz-Garboden (2009). These datives are added to verbs denoting an externally caused change of state, which involves two subevents: a causing subevent and a resultative subevent (see e.g. L&RH 1995). Crucially, these verbs have an underspecified causing event, this is why they participate in the causative alternation and can be constructed with noncore effector datives. The cause predicate associated with them is syntactically projected as a vP node, both in the causative and the anticausative construction. The dative argument is introduced by a high applicative phrase (Cuervo 2003; Pylkännen 2008; Schäfer 2008 ) and has subject properties, akin to those of an external argument, while the theme argument undergoing the COS remains internal to VP, i.e. it is never externalized although it shows nominative Case and triggers verbal agreement. In fact, we have claimed that verbal agreement is agreement in number with the theme argument, while the verb shows default 3p features in agreement with the dative element, as in Icelandic quirky Case constructions.
One of our main conclusions is that the subject properties displayed by the noncore dative are directly related to the fact that it participates in the initial subevent of the predicate, like external arguments in general (Harley 1995) . These assumptions entail that for a dative argument to be interpreted as unintentional causer the predicate must contain a cause subevent. We have also explored some consequences of the applicative nature of the node introducing effector datives, in particular of the 'have' relation that has been claimed to be established between the applicative and the COS. The idea we have developed is that it is this 'have' relation and the 'initiator/source' nature of the event that is needed to have dative subjects.
